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spring that launched the dart
holds on until the poison takes
effect. Now if it is a small
fish, the poison will kill it; if
it is a large fish, the poison
will paralyze it or put it to
sleep. In any case - that is lunch! Did this
hunting machine come about by chance and
accident, or was it designed?
The sea slug is another creature that also
lives in the sea. Just as with dogs, we find a
lot of variation in kinds of sea slugs. There
are thousands of different sea slugs.
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evolved. This sea slug has no poison
of his own, but what he can do is truly
amazing. This nudibranch can sneak
up on that sea
anemone we just
studied, rear up,
and pounce right on top
of him. Then the sea slug
eats the sea anemone
whole, poison darts and
all! For some reason the poison does not affect
the sea slug, and the poison darts do not open
up or fire; they just stay closed.
The sea anemone is eaten and goes into
the stomach of the sea slug, where
it is digested,
all except the
poison darts.
Now it really gets
interesting. You
will notice that the
sea slug has tentacles or what look like arms or
spines. These spines are hollow inside
(like a straw) and go right down into
the stomach of the sea slug. Inside the
spines are tiny little hairs, called cilia.
These cilia reach right down into the
belly of the nudibranch, pick up the
poison darts, wiggle, and handoff the
darts until they are finally planted in the tips of
the sea slug’s tentacles.
Now something truly amazing happens. A
fish or other predator sees the sea slug and says,
“Wow that sure does look like a good meal.” As
he goes to take a bite of the nudibranch, Pow!
Pow! Pow! The poison darts fire! He has used
someone else’s defense mechanism for his own!
Consider this: How many times did the sea
slug have to die from the poison darts before he
got the system right? When we look at the sea
slug, we realize that he could only have been
born with these capabilities by design. Only God
could have designed such a marvelous creature

such as the sea slug. Even as smart as we are,
or think we are, man could never have come up
with such a wonderful animal. Not only is our
God a designer, He is an awesome one!
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Read more about sea anemones and sea slugs @
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God has Created so many wonderful sea
creatures.
“Praise the LORD from the earth, You
great sea creatures and all the depths;”
Psalm 148:7
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